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my man

Blues
and twos

For the last three years, Police Sergeant
Josephine Bratzke, age 28, has served in the riot
police technical assignments unit of Germany’s
federal state Mecklenburg-Vorpommern. In
December of 2012, her water cannon and special vehicles group was joined by a brand new
NEOPLAN Cityliner. Bratzke is one of the drivers.
What are the special features of this vehicle? Well, it’s quite an eye-catcher just in
terms of visual appearance. Due to its policerelated markings it stands out at any rate,
and I am often queried about it. It features excellent handling characteristics. Particularly
when compared with older buses that have
served us for many years, we can tell the difference in ride comfort.
How is the Cityliner utilised? Primarily
the coach is used to carry staff on special assignments – such as extensive deployments
for demonstrations or football games. The police orchestra also uses the bus to travel to its
concerts, along with all the instruments.
Is specialised training required to drive
the Cityliner? Naturally, a regular driving
permit is needed. As I hold a police-issued special permit, I am also authorised to operate
the Cityliner with flashing blue lights and si-

The police orchestra also travels
in the new NEOPLAN police coach with
Josephine Bratzke (centre).
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rens in case of an emergency.
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Munich

dresden

In 2010, the Bavarian metropolis
became the first operating site for
the Lion’s City Hybrid.

As an Electromobility Model
Region, Saxony also relies on
hybrid technology by MAN.

Lions
”
“

barcelona

With 21 vehicles, the capital of
Catalonia commands the largest
hybrid fleet in Europe.

06
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Europe’s
tamed

they are highly VISIBLE at the Louvre, the

from typical stop-and-go operation, to drive

the Lion’s City Hybrid in 2011, the European

Dresden opera house, Munich’s Town Hall or

electrical engines. Starting up soundlessly,

fleet has grown steadily – currently with 200

the Arco del Triunfo in Barcelona, but hardly

they accelerate entirely without the assistance

vehicles in service in some of Europe’s major

emit a sound: Hybrid buses such as the MAN

of a diesel engine, which steps in merely a

cities. Hybrid buses are also worthwhile: Some

Lion’s City utilise braking energy, generated

short while later. Since market introduction of

European cities receive acquisition subsidies.

paris

As of 2013, 15 MAN hybrid
buses have been serving the
French capital.
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it’s a big country with a big road net-

the opportunity to learn more of the advan-

efficiency journey ran via the metropolis

work: Covering an area of 17.1 million square

tages of an MAN truck engine optimised for

Yekaterinburg, at the foot of the Urals to

kilometres, Russia is the world’s largest

long-distance transport in Russia. In the

Moscow, with both vehicles presented to

country. And although the road network is

context of MAN’s “Consistently Efficient

Russian customers at 12 points along a total

comparatively sparse, the greater part of

Tour”, two trucks set off from Sochi in the

route of more than 10,000 kilometres. In di-

goods transport between western Europe

south of Russia, site of the Winter Olympic

rect comparison, the TGS, that had been spe-

and Russia is still carried by truck – which

Games in 2014: One, a TGS with an aerody-

cially optimised to meet local conditions,

calls for decidedly fuel-efficient solutions.

namically adapted cab and MAN TipMatic

used up to 3 litres less fuel per 100 kilome-

In August of 2013, Russian customers had

gearbox, the other a conventional TGS. The

tres than that of the standard traction unit.

Russia

Moscow

Sochi

Mountain trail
An MAN TGS truck
and trailer winds its
way through the rising
Caucasus.
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Starting in subtropical Sochi, the
“Consistently Efficient Tour” wound its
way through Siberia and on to Moscow.
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Heads up! Drivers practice
full braking during training, with
the water fountains serving as
“safe” obstacles.

MAN ProfiDrive, adding, “for once they have
applied the technique correctly, they can
retrieve the action pattern in every situation.”
Today, some members of Germany’s pre
mier football league Bundesliga are practicing
at the ADAC Driving Safety Centre, where the
team coach drivers are training for real-life sit
uations. For the vehicles are often mobbed – be
it by fans of their own or those of the opposing
team. These situations require alertness, quick
reactions and absolute control of the vehicle.
“Fans will drive ahead of the bus, come to a

Even championship clubs
need driving practice: MAN trains
the coach– drivers of FC Bayern.

10

and start taking pictures,” recounts Sandra

in northern Bavaria, six buses are lined up on

König, a driver for FC Bayern München. And

the slick surface of a facility operated by

Christian Schulz, driving for the Borussia

G ermany’s automobile club ADAC. The first

Dortmund club, says, “We have a huge respon

bus starts rolling, in a straight line on wet as

sibility.” To always safely carry professional

phalt. All of a sudden, jets of water shoot out of

footballers to their destination, the bus drivers

the ground, forcing the driver to slam on the

can rely on the latest high-tech assistance sys

brakes. The bus comes to a stop just centi

tems – and they regularly participate in driver

metres from the fountain.

training classes offered by MAN ProfiDrive

“In these drills, we can sensitise drivers for

and the NEOPLAN Academy. Thus, about 4,000

the correct handling of their vehicles,” ex

truck as well as bus drivers are trained annu

plains Rolf Lechner, Head of Bus Training at

ally in 25 countries. > www.man.eu/profidrive-bus 

Photos: dpa Picture Alliance/MAN

screeching halt, pull out their mobile phones
on a test track in Schlüsselfeld, situated
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Roaring

History

success

1913

with its expressive and dynamic stance,
the lion in MAN’s product logo is not merely
the symbol of a powerful drive, but also
guards a long tradition: Based in Germany’s

1971

historic city of Braunschweig, the automotive
manufacturer Büssing first used the lion
from the town’s coat of arms for advertising
purposes in 1913. In its original shape, it actually faced to the left. The lion was adopted
as an integral part of the company emblem
and took on its stylised form in 1921. 50 years
later, in 1971 , MAN acquired the Büssing
company. Holding much esteem for the
accomplishments, inventions and achievements of company founder Heinrich Büssing,
MAN adopted the lion as an icon for its radiator grilles. To mark the introduction of the
new TG vehicle generation with Euro 6
engines, the lion was first uncoupled from

1921

MAN’s verbal logo in 2012, while taking on a
more dynamic silhouette. As a classy embossment on the upper chrome trim of the radiator grille, it communicates emotional appeal

Illustration: Thomas Thiesen

and premium quality.

12

2012
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while shooting aboard the
team coach, keeper Manuel
Neuer and forward Franck
Ribéry played leading roles.

Major order from Budapest
In the first six months of 2014, MAN will

standards, thus providing efficient and envi-

deliver 106 new Lion’s City buses to Hungary.

ronmentally friendly public transportation. A

The Volánbusz transport company ordered

modern passenger information system as

the buses for public transportation in the cap-

well as air conditioning ensure much comfort

ital, Budapest, and its suburbs. The low-floor

for passengers. The MAN Lion’s City buses will

solo buses are powered by a 280 hp common

enhance the Volánbusz fleet of about 800 ve-

rail diesel engine. Vehicles with Euro 6 en-

hicles. So far, this order for MAN represents

gines meet the currently strictest emission

the largest one for city buses ever in Hungary.

news

Bayern win
bridge shoot-out

Geared blower from MAN Diesel & Turbo

Paper manufacturer
orders vacuum systems
MAN Diesel & Turbo is delivering Turbair
vacuum systems for paper production to First
Quality Tissue, a hygiene paper manufacturer
in Anderson, South Carolina, USA. The order
comprises two multi-stage vacuum blowers
including water separator, sound damper,

Another round for the duel between two German football teams

controller and complete engineering. The vacuum systems will be used in an ATMOS paper
machine from Voith to dewater the paper –
and they play an important role in the paper

back door of the coach. Shooting the possibly

video went viral within a few hours of being

from Germany’s premier league already

record-breaking clip on a closed stretch of

posted on YouTube, with fans of both teams

scored a YouTube hit with their bridge shot

road was much fun for the Bayern stars. “I im-

fervently discussing the clip. So far, the Bay-

video. Their rivals from Bayern Munich re-

mediately said yes to doing the video,” says

ern bridge shot video got almost two million

cently raised the bar in their own video. Lean-

Neuer. A stuntman ensured the safety of both

views on YouTube. Hartmut Sander, Director

ing out of the open front door on the moving

performers. Neuer was secured with a safety

of Brand Management at the MAN Group, is

order, the company can further grow its mar-

MAN team bus, Franck Ribéry not only hit a

belt so that he could lean out of the moving

pleased: “We wanted a slightly different duel

ket share in the US paper industry.

bridge pillar, but aimed for and hit a small

coach door. Bus driver Michael Lauerbach also

for this new version of the bridge shot – not

traffic sign behind it. And Bayern goalkeeper

played a role in this artistic feat, as he had to

too serious, and with the accent on humour.”

Manuel Neuer caught the ball easily from the

keep the bus at a perfectly steady speed. The

See the video at > www.manschaftsbus.de.

No waiting time
for trucks with
“Trucks to go”

106 new MAN
Lion’s City
buses will
soon travel
the streets of
Budapest.

40

Two years of “Trucks to go”
be it tractor units, hooklifts, mixer trucks,
box bodies or other trucks – for a year now MAN customers have been using the “Trucks to go” internet
are immediately available for purchase without the
usual waiting period. Customers have fast and easy access to all currently available finished vehicles. After
two years, the result is that more than 1,000 vehicles
have already been sold through the website. More
information and all currently available vehicles is obtainable at > www.man-truckstogo.com.

Photos: MAN, getty images (1)

platform to find a large selection of new vehicles that

14

production process. Turbair systems from

Back in 2011, Borussia Dortmund players

City buses
for Tallinn

In late 2013, MAN delivered 20 MAN
Lion’s City LE solo buses and 20 Lion’s
City GL articulated buses to Tallinna
Linnatranspordi AS (TLT), the transportation company in the Estonian capital.

MAN Diesel & Turbo are developed and produced at the Zurich location. Due to their high
degree of efficiency, they save a lot of energy
and water during paper production. With this

Carnival Cruise Lines relies on MAN engines
carnival cruise lines, the world’s largest
cruise line company, and based in Miami,
awarded an order of five engines for its newest
luxury liner to MAN Diesel & Turbo. Featuring
a total output of 62,400 kW, the aggregates will
be used in the diesel-electric propulsion system of the ship, which is expected to be
launched at Italy’s Fincantieri shipyard in early
2016. Weighing in at 133,500 metric tons and
with a capacity of up to 5,000 passengers, it
will be Carnival’s largest liner.
engines from MAN Diesel & Turbo
operate with modern common rail technology.

15
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the government of
brazil purchased more than
5,200 MAN vehicles in 2013.

making it through
winter with man
original batteries
PartiCularly During winter, truck batteries are under particular stress from low
temperatures and additional power consum-

news

man latin america
expands presence

ers such as vehicle heaters. M AN Service
therefore offers generous terms in many European countries for original batteries right to
the end of February. MAN’s original batteries
are absolutely maintenance-free and eminently well-suited for challenging conditions
in the cold months, due to their outstanding
performance and longevity. The batteries are
available in MAN service centres.

by 2016, MAN Latin America will invest

in this investment in Resende,” said Roberto

about €330 million in expanding production

Cortes, CEO of MAN Latin America. The com-

capacity at its Resende location in Brazil’s

pany already invested heavily in that loca-

capital Rio de Janeiro, as well as in product

tion between 2008 and 2011. The Brazilian

development. As the market leader in Brazil,

government is one of the largest customers

the commercial vehicle manufacturer builds

of MAN Latin America, ordering more than

trucks and buses for Volkswagen as well as

5,200 vehicles in 2013. Brazil’s Ministry

heavy trucks for the MAN TGX series. Recent-

of Agriculture will receive 1,747 trucks for

ly, the TGX was named “Truck of the Year” in

transporting drinking water and for the

Brazil. To promote investment, the state

fortification of agricultural roads. The

grants companies some tax breaks and at-

Education Ministry in the state of São Paulo

tractive financing rates. “The government of

will benefit from 2,603 school buses, while

Rio de Janeiro is once again our solid partner

860 vehicles are destined for the army.

winter Proof:
genuine MAN
batteries

We‘re on the mark
On wintry coach transport.

q Safety
thanks to numerous high-grip edges and micro
intermeshing effect. At the same time, the 3D sipe
technology maintains constant traction values for
the entire service period.

new power plant in saudi arabia
uniteD Cement inDustrial ComPany has awarded a contract to

q Running smoothness
thanks to closed rib structure.

MAN Diesel & Turbo for the construction of a power plant in Saudi
Arabia. Five MAN engines will generate electrical power for new cement
works located 160 kilometres south of Jeddah, near the Red Sea. These
new works will have cametric tons of cement

euro 6 fire engine

the fire
DePartment
is now driving
Euro 6.

daily. Besides supplying
the engines, MAN Diesel
& Turbo will oversee the
construction of all re-

the Portfolio is ComPlete: MAN now offers fire departments

quired auxiliary facilities

all chassis models up to Euro 6. The Austrian manufacturer

– ranging from the power

Rosenbauer builds its Euro 6 fire engine on the platform of an MAN

house to refrigeration

TGM 18.340 all-wheel chassis, while German manufacturer Ziegler
uses an MAN TGM 13.290 4x4 BL as its base chassis.

sauDi arabia is a key market
for MAN’s power plant sector.

system, to the processing
and disposal systems.

Photos: MAN, Lynsey Addario/VII Network (1)

pacity to produce 5,000

q Comfort
by virtue of 4-ply triangular belt carcass and
greater air volumes.
q Cost-effectiveness
owing to large ratio of positive tread elements and
wide shoulder ribs for a uniform wear pattern
– with a positive effect on the overall mileage
performance.

HSW 2 Coach

www.conti-online.com
16
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direct and easy connections
make long-distance coach travel
appealing for many young people.

Photos: Sorin Morar

Welcome
aboard!

18

Premium long-distance coaches are the travel choice for a new generation.
Excellent environmental credentials, improved comfort and attractive fares
make coaches increasingly popular around the world.
19
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unday afternoon at the main

conditioning, spacious toilets, and comforta-

that my mobile phone battery stays charged,”

fuel performance is 19.8 litres/100 km, an out-

bus station in Stuttgart and

ble, adjustable seats with sufficient legroom

says Elaine, before messaging someone back

standing value as confirmed by the TÜV Süd

it’s rush hour for long-dis-

are considered standard features. Heinz Kiess,

on her smartphone.

technical certification agency. Low fuel costs

tance coaches. Every few min-

Product Manager at MAN Truck & Bus, can

utes, buses leave for destina-

only agree. In a field trial, he and his col-

“It is indeed our goal that passengers

tions throughout Germany,

leagues analysed in detail the preferences of

aboard should feel comfortable,” summarises

with more than 3,700 routes

coach passengers. In the market analysis,

serviced by nearly 200 bus lines every day. The

more than half of passengers were under

market leader, MeinFernbus (German for “my

25 years old, with 80% under 35. “In the past, it

long-distance coach”), alone carried one million passengers between July and October 2013

S

have an added and beneficial side-effect,
java with a smile:
Elaine’s fellow passenger
gets a refill from the
onboard coffee machine.

namely a positive environmental balance and
thus a clear conscience among passengers.

Andreas Schröder. Together with his son
Dominik, the bus operator from Bavaria owns

While long-distance buses are currently

a fleet of almost 40 buses. Operating for

gaining in popularity in Germany, they have

was mostly older people who utilised coach-

MeinFernbus, seven of them are on the road

long been the primary means of transport in

es,” explains Kiess. The younger target group

daily, criss-crossing Germany from Essen to

other countries. In Malaysia, express buses

– this sector is booming. Since the market was

has new and different needs, especially in re-

Munich, from Tübingen to Nuremberg or

are a long-standing fixture with a long tradi-

deregulated a year ago, long-distance coaches

gard to infotainment. In demand are outlets

from southern Bavaria all the way to Berlin.

tion. As early as the late 1950s, a 350-kilometre

have become the preferred alternative to car

to charge mobile phones or laptops, free

For his MeinFernbus routes, Schröder exclu-

bus route existed between Melaka and Singa-

and rail travel for a growing number of people

Internet access via Wi-Fi, borrowable iPads for

sively uses the MAN Lion’s Coach, as it is opti-

pore – a route that ran over narrow, bumpy

in Germany. For 21-year-old Elaine Schulz, who

reading magazines and watching movies, as

mised for longer distances. “The level floor

and poorly marked roads. In the early 1990s,

spent the weekend with friends in Stuttgart,

well as beverage and snack machines. In some

facilitates access to and from the bus , and

the government put road renovation on the

and is now heading home to Nuremberg in the

long-distance coaches, all these features are

seat spacing is generous – it’s just a very func-

agenda – which marked the beginning of

bright-green coach, the cheap ticket was the

already considered standard. “For me, the

tional vehicle,” explains Schröder. Besides

modern travel. Even today, 70% of long-dis-

decisive factor. Compared with rail or car trav-

sockets and Wi-Fi are especially important so

comfort, good drivers and vehicle safety are

tance passengers in Malaysia travel by bus. As

el, she saved more than 50%.

that I can listen to music online and ensure

top priorities for him. “The MeinFernbus

most Malaysians prefer to travel at night so as

company requires compliance with certain

to arrive at their destination in the morning,

standards in regard to safety equipment and

certain conveniences such as rows with three

driver training in order to offer passengers a

broad seats instead of four normal width

high level of quality and a feel-good factor,”

seats are not an option but a necessity for bus

he says. This is the sixth time that Elaine

operators. One-third of the bus companies

Schulz has travelled on a long-distance coach.

utilise buses with an MAN chassis, which are

Ever since Germany’s rail monopoly fell in

completed by local coach builders.

“The nice thing about a coach ride is not

even though coach fares are inexpensive,

“Our passengers
aboard should
feel comfortable.”

passengers still expect certain comforts: air

Andreas Schröder, coach operator

only the cheaper fares, but also its superior
comfort,” says Schulz. She can now sit back for
two-and-a-half hours, relax and enjoy the ride
to Nuremberg without having to change. For

January 2013, she has rarely taken the train.

In Turkey, thanks to inadequate rail and

“I’m a repeat offender,” she says, smiling.

aviation networks, long-haul coach travel is

Kiess’s survey results substantiate that com-

the transport of choice. “Turkey is one of the

ment. “Once people have used a travel coach,

largest markets for travel coaches in Europe,”

they’ll keep coming back. Passengers have re-

reports Tuncay Bekiroglu, CEO of MAN Truck

alised that the bus has evolved into a modern,

& Bus Turkey. While competition rises contin-

safe and economical mode of transportation

uously due to high-speed trains and low-cost

for all generations,” says Kiess.

airlines, the number of passengers also increases steadily. Coaches are their first choice,

good Economic sense is also the catch-

as thousands of connections and frequent de-

phrase for operators. In addition to vehicle

partures render coaches the best and simplest

equipment and furnishings, they also pay

option in Turkey. Turkish passengers often

close attention to the cost-effectiveness of

travel very long distances on coaches and ex-

buses. Some models are therefore preconfig-

pect the option of ample luggage room. Mon-

ured for consistent consumption optimisa-

itors installed in backrests, ergonomic seats

tion. In the EfficientLine version of the Euro

green is the choice of colour
for the MeinFernbus line, which
operates throughout Germany.

20

Photos: Sorin Morar, pr (1)

6-compliant MAN Lion’s Coach, modern tech-

Euro 6 version of the new NEOPLAN Cityliner

“Turkey is one of
the largest markets
for travel coaches.”

improve fuel efficiency. In fact, the vehicle’s

Tuncay Bekiroglu, CEO MAN Truck & Bus Turkey

nology, driver information systems, orientation, training, as well as selected services are
combined to lower overall operating costs.
coach travel beats flying, with
free plug-in sockets and free Wi-Fi
services among the many amenities.

Aerodynamics and lightweight design in the

21
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From Alfred Beer’s perspective, the Cityliner

AUTOMATICALLY BETTER:
MAN TIPMATIC + INTARDER.

is the “right bus for long-distance routes,” says
Beer. “It’s practical, safe, technically sophisticated and also has an appealing design,” he
adds. The decisive factor, however, was the
maintenance service. “With buses on the road
365 days a year, I must be able to rely on fast

1

2

and friendly support – with the assurance
that fully operational vehicles are at my dis-

Be it with long-distance traffic, delivery traffic, or special vehicles: Countless fleet operators and drivers rely on the
tried and trusted combination of MAN TipMatic and Intarder for good reasons. The fully automatic transmission
convinces thanks to quick and precise shifting and thus guarantees maximum driving safety and highest driving
comfort in each situation in traffic. With 12 fine-tuned gears, the engine always operates in the most economical
range. The perfect communication between engine, clutch, and transmission preserves the entire driveline and
reduces fuel consumption. The integrated wear-free transmission brake enables safe, fade-free deceleration, preserves the environment through reduced noise and particulate matter emissions, and cuts the operating costs.

posal every single day.”
reliable, environmentally friendly and
comfortable – this just leaves one last preconception associated with long-distance coach
travel: They are slow and susceptible to traffic
conditions, which can result in delays. Mein-

www.zf.com/trucks

Fernbus, however, has also figured out how to
resolve this problem: “We have a sophisticated system that enables us to abide by our

3
1. alfred beer (right) with his son Florian in
front of his new NEOPLAN Cityliner 2. ertan
cakir of Metro Holding (left), with Ekrem
Ozturk of Metro Holding (middle), and Tuncay
Bekiroglu of MAN Turkey 3. michael
schlumberger, MAN; Stefan Schröder,
Andreas Schröder, Dominik Schröder; Manfred
Sulz, MAN; Andreas Losert, MAN; Siegfried
Seidel, MAN (left to right) 4. mahligai
ekspres, a bus company in Malaysia, uses
MAN-built chassis for its express buses.

19.8

litres of diesel per

100
kilometres

schedules and bypass traffic jams,” explains
Alfred Beer. Every bus is connected via GPS to
headquarters in Berlin, where MeinFernbus
and rows with three wide seats are just some

employees monitor the most current traffic

of the amenities offered by Turkish coach op-

conditions. Whenever necessary, they send al-

erators. The Metro Turizm company runs the

ternate route suggestions to the on-board

largest fleet of travel buses in Turkey, 200 of

navigation system in the vehicle cab. While

which are made by MAN and NEOPLAN. “We

this takes pressure off the drivers, passengers

currently operate 1,319 coaches, which trans-

don’t even notice, as they reach their destina-

port millions of people from one corner of

tion on time.

Turkey to the other. In 2012, 20.5 million pas-

“In a mobile society, people can get from

sengers boarded our coaches to their destina-

city to city in travel coaches, while later rely-

tions,” reports Ertan Cakir, CEO of Metro

ing on tightly networked public transporta-

Holding. Cakir’s top priority is customer sat-

tion infrastructures or car-sharing models to

isfaction in terms of comfort and baggage

get around,” says Kiess, describing his

capacity. Fuel efficiency is another critical

vision of an ideal mobility concept for the

parameter, given that Turkey has some of the

future. Elaine Schulz is already living that

highest fuel prices in the world, due to heavy

vision now. After two-and-a-half hours, the

taxation. Two-axle coaches are, therefore, the

cheerful and relaxed young woman disem-

norm, since good fuel efficiency and low

barks at the Nuremberg bus station and re-

maintenance costs together offer an attrac-

ceives her luggage from the driver. “See you

tive whole-life package.

next time!” she calls out and hops on a city

Cost efficiency is also a key criterion in

these coaches, with another 10 vehicles to fol-

“once people have
used a travel
coach, they’ll keep
coming back.”

low. There are several reasons for the switch.

Heinz Kiess, Product Manager MAN Truck & Bus

operators expect not only a country-wide
maintenance network, but also 24-hour
standby service. Based near Munich, the
Alfred Beer transportation company is currently switching its entire long-distance fleet
to NEOPLAN Cityliners. It already has four of

22

bus that will take her home to her parents.

Germany, and national long-distance coach

Photos: MAN
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Next stop: the future
A bus with no steering wheel and seats that seems to
hover in space? Berlin students join MAN engineers to
develop new ideas for bus operators of the future.

A

Focus on bus drivers
Julian Senk’s bus lacks
a steering wheel, but offers a
relaxed working atmosphere.

city full of ants – that is

“ants” are one of eight projects that students at

the vision of Paul Weihe.

the college have realised in partnership with

“Ants”, in fact, is the name

MAN. They spent a whole term considering

of his idea for the bus of

what the municipal bus of the future should

the future. It does actually look like an ant, at

look like, how it should function and what role

least the model does – with dark glass and pan-

it could play on the roads of the world. The ide-

oramic windows on all sides, interrupted only

as that emerged ranged from cycle racks to

at the front and the rear by lighter-coloured

aerodynamic design details to smart systems

“legs” in the shape of wheel housings. But the

that would make it possible to line up buses in

bus also operates much like an ant, Weihe

convoys to meet demand in peak periods, or

points out: “It functions autonomously, it

even have them taking on freight shipments.

Innovative ideas: Paul Weihe, Julian
Senk and Julian Berg (left to right) with
their bus concepts, and the design from
fellow student Julia Rotenberger

24

Photo: Anja Weber

knows just what other buses are doing, where it
is currently needed and so it is always in mo-

The background to these developments

tion – it’s as busy as the proverbial ant.” Paul

is that ever more people live in cities. In the

Weihe is a 31-year-old product design student at

EU, urban dwellers already account for more

the Kunsthochschule Berlin-Weissensee (khb)

than 60% of the population, and the ratio

– the Berlin-Weissensee College of Art. His

continues to rise. In addition, an increasing
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as about inside and outside, passengers and

just comes along and drives around it.” In his

drivers. Like pieces of a puzzle that all come

work with the students, Schönherr wanted to

together to make a whole.”

find out what young people were thinking,

Another of these puzzle pieces is the de-

which way the Zeitgeist was headed. He was

sign dreamed up by 27-year-old Julian Senk,

struck by the focus on the qualitative upgrad-

whose idea has the driver at its heart. As a

ing and individualisation of the bus, a tenden-

product-design student he has always been

cy in keeping with modern times: “As the pub-

interested in designing interfaces. In connec-

lic budget is generally short, bus operators

tion with the bus project, it struck him “that

need to earn additional money. And this is

the driver is often distracted by the passen-

only going to work when you offer paying pas-

gers”. Therefore, Senk’s drivers, like drivers on

sengers something extra.”

the Underground, have separate cabins,

How this might look is revealed in the

this case, electronic payment systems using a

“Hub” project. “This was inspired by what are

card or SMS – such as those already in use in

known as portal hub vehicles, which can lift

Holland and South Korea – served as a model.

ship’s containers weighing several metric tons

With a view to saving drivers from back

without trouble and easily move them around

problems, Berg also devised an electronic

population – above all in developing and

of parked cars and there’s nowhere for chil-

the port,” says 24-year-old Julian Berg, from

steering system: instead of steering wheels,

threshold countries – is giving rise to space

dren to play. So what can we do to get cars out

Bremen, about his hybrid model. Previously,

drivers sit in front of monitors and control

problems. If you try to extrapolate the model

of the city?” His “ants” answer comes in two

he was principally interested in innovative

buses by means of electronic impulses,

of individual mobility to a country like China,

parts. The main part resembles the bus of to-

materials and material combinations in con-

joysticks for instance, meaning an end to

the dwindling reserves of mineral oil would

day, and with its panoramic windows and ex-

nection with furniture. The bus project has

hunching over the wheel.

soon cause the attempt to fail. Smart traffic

ternally fitted wheel housings it is not so

opened up new avenues for his imagination.

management is not enough, and alternative

bulky, takes relatively little space and travels

His vehicle frame is flexibly suspended, so the

Who knows? Maybe one day the students

mobility strategies are urgently needed.

in its own dedicated lane. To make the main

passenger cabin can be quickly lowered to the

will actually get to put their ideas into prac-

routes accessible from any place and at any

level of the pavement at the bus stop and then

tice. In the meantime, their models were ex-

This is also Helmut Staubach’s convic-

time, Weihe envisages that smaller “ants” can

raised again. Most importantly, at times when

hibited in October 2013 at the world’s biggest

tion. He is the professor in charge of the pro-

be booked online – they will pick you up from

there is little demand for passenger transport,

trade fair, Busworld in Kortrijk, Belgium – a

ject at khb. He has been focusing on local pub-

your own door. “If you pay a bit extra, they

you can replace it with a transport container

respectable showing on the strength of one

lic transport for 40 years and has kept a close

could also function as mobile workstations or

and turn it into a delivery vehicle. With his

term’s work. Stephan Schönherr likewise em-

eye on developments in Asia. For example, the

provide a personal programme of entertain-

professional background, Berg also places em-

phasises the importance of this partnership

Chinese city Guangzhou (population over 12

ment.” Another advantage is that the “ants”

phasis on external appearance. With plenty of

to MAN: “Working with the students has

million) has introduced Bus Rapid Transit

don’t need parking spaces, because they are in

wood, aluminium, panoramic windows and

been an inspiration, and it has reaffirmed my

(BRT) systems. This involves bus services us-

constant movement, making them more ef-

seats that seem to hover in space, travelling on

conviction that the bus is the transport sys-

ing lanes of their own, with their own traffic

ficient than car-sharing schemes. Neighbours

his bus becomes an adventure.

tem of the future.”

lights and thoughtfully laid-out bus stops. “An

will also finally get to know one another by

example like this shows that we are currently

getting organised into transport groups.”

60 %
citydwellers

Growing urbanisation
In Europe, more than half of the population
now live in cities.

“The bus
could work
autonomously,
like an ant.”
Paul Weihe, student

When presenting their results at the end of
the term to a large MAN audience, Julian Berg
and his fellow students were also expected to

experiencing a renaissance of bus transport,”
Staubach says. In Guangzhou alone a million

Stephan Schönherr, too, emphasises the

ask critical questions, which Helmut Staubach

people use the BRT system every day. In 2010

futuristic character of bus transport. He is re-

sees as particularly important. He sees the

this reduced CO2 emissions by 45,000 metric

sponsible for the Bus Design division of the

partnership with MAN as a win-win situation:

tons. Of course, this doesn’t make Guangzhou

MAN and NEOPLAN brands, and he, along

“Students get acquainted with the way things

a health spa, but at least it is a first step.

with colleague Sven Gaedtke, initiated the

are done in the real world.” Moreover, the uni-

Higher populations in European cities

university project and has been supervising

versity benefits from the subsidies that MAN

and increasing environmental awareness are

the students. In his student days he was fasci-

leading to demands for alternative modes of

nated by bus transport because it was so much

transport. Paul Weihe decided the best place

cheaper and more flexible than rail: buses

to start was on his own doorstep, in the Berlin

take up less space on the roads and don’t need

district of Friedrichshain. “The streets are full

any infrastructure of their own, because they

Photo: Simon Katzer (1)

Stephan Schönherr,
Head of Bus Design at MAN

about intelligent systems for transport, as well

breaks down – unlike a train – the next bus

where they can focus better on their work. In

The “Hub” design allows the
passenger cabin to be lowered to
make it easier to get on and off.

“What are
young people
thinking?
What is the
Zeitgeist?”

can use the existing roads. “And when a bus

provides, for materials and so on, while working with young people gives the company,
conversely, a glimpse of its own future.
MAN designer Stephan Schönherr also emphasises the variety of the designs: “It’s all

In Paul Weihe’s bus vision,
panoramic windows look out onto
streets free of traffic jams.
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be it trucks or buses,
the Euro 6 standard reduces
polluting emissions to a minimum.

The clean team
28

Photos: Oliver Soulas, MAN

6.0

This year, the Euro 6 emissions standard became mandatory
for all newly licenced trucks and buses. MAN customers already
using the vehicles with environmentally friendly technology
deliver overwhelmingly positive feedback.
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The winner freight company
utilises new Euro 6 trucks from MAN.

W

– 66 %

Soot particles
According to Euro 6 standards,
hile considering

particle emissions of commercial vehicles

the Euro 6 emis-

were cut by 66% in contrast to the previous

sions standard in

standard. “Compliance with the new limits

the early days, Gregor Athens initially har-

was a major challenge but we conquered it,”

boured some scepticism. As a member of the

says Hey. At the same time, fuel efficiency in-

management board at Winner Spedition,

creased – much to the delight of customers.

Athens was familiar with the general precon-

“Fuel consumption was a key factor in what

ceived notions: With Euro 6, trucks would be-

impressed us about the Euro 6 vehicles,”

come too expensive and too heavy – and, as a

says Karl Nothegger, Managing Director of

result, too thirsty. And yet, he still believed in

Nothegger Transport Logistik, based in Tyrol,

the new technology and invested in three

Austria. “Compared with Euro 5 vehicles, we

MAN tractor-trailer rigs powered by Euro 6

save about 1.5 litres of fuel per 100 kilome-

engines. “This was not a nonchalant decision,”

tres.” This is quite a feat, for the technology

relates Athens. After a real-life test was con-

required for the exhaust gas treatment sys-

ducted in early 2012, the assessment was un-

tem itself weighs 200 kilograms, and in-

mistakable: In all criteria relevant to drivers,

creased weight in trucks or buses usually re-

the MAN Euro 6 trucks were clearly rated

sults in higher fuel consumption .

number one. “We need vehicles with a high

MAN developers therefore addressed a

degree of reliability on long-distance hauls,

wide range of issues, such as aerodynamics or

and we are pleased that we opted for MAN’s

engine performance. The new Euro 6 combus-

Euro 6 trucks,” says Athens.

tion engines are designed to achieve maxi-

particle emissions of commercial vehicles
must be 66% less than they were with the
previous standard.

– 80 %

Nitrogen oxides
The permissible emission values for
nitrogen oxides were further reduced by
80% compared to Euro 5 standards.

“We’re very pleased
to have chosen MAN’s
Euro 6 trucks.”

mum torque even at low rpm rates. Nevertheless, the engines are fairly quiet. “Our drivers

ing that, as of January 2014, all newly regis-

are thoroughly impressed because the vehi-

tered trucks and buses must comply with the

cles are very quiet on the inside,” reports

Euro 6 emissions standards. With this new

Rudolf Ebner with Quehenberger Logistics,

guideline, policy-makers are reducing emis-

based near Salzburg, whose company owns

sions caused by trucks and buses down to a

20 MAN Euro 6-compliant trucks. “These

minimum. “Even though it is merely another

guys spend a lot of time in their trucks so it’s

level in terms of Euro standards, this change

important that noise levels are kept down.”

is as far-reaching as all previous five levels
put together,” says Oliver Hey, who is respon-

for some time now, bus customers have

sible for Euro 6 trucks at MAN. Compared

also shown interest in buses meeting the Euro

to Euro 5, permissible nitrogen oxide emis-

6 emissions standard. Demand is especially

sions were reduced by 80%. In addition, soot

high among public-transport companies fo-

“Our drivers
are thoroughly
impressed.”
Rudolf Ebner, Executive Manager,
the Augustin Quehenberger Group

30

cusing on sustainable operations. Nuremberg’s
transport company VAG Nürnberg has deployed two of MAN’s Euro 6 buses since 2010.
“When you are in the public eye as we are with
our city buses, it should seem natural that we
want the best of the best in terms of cost-effectiveness, technology, environmental performance and exhaust emissions,” explains

Gregor Athens, member of the management
board at Winner Spedition

“Transmission
synchronisation
was enhanced
even further.”
Günther Reder, co-owner,
Reder-Gruppe

Photos: Naumann Film GmbH

and certainly a wise decision, consider-

Fuel savings: The green region
indicates the rpm range for optimal,
fuel-efficient driving.
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even when navigating mountain roads,
the Euro 6 trucks operated by Rupert Melmer
deliver outstanding performance.

Michael Sievers, Head of VAG’s bus maintenance facilities. Like MAN’s Euro 6 trucks, new
MAN buses consume a lot less fuel: Savings of
two to three litres per 100 kilometres can be
attributed to decreased weight. “We consistently applied lightweight design during the design phase, be it in the superstructure, the
seats or the air-conditioning system,” says
Heinz Kiess, a product manager at MAN. Therefore, the extra 200 kilograms of the exhaust
gas technology are of no consequence. Besides

“MAN vehicles are
the most efficient
anywhere on the
market.”
“We utilise
additional MAN
services and
receive excellent
customer
support.”

“The new buses are
just as reliable as the
Euro 5 vehicles.”
Michael Sievers, Head of bus maintenance
facilities at VAG Nürnberg

Photos: Naumann Film GmbH, MAN

Mathias Krage, CEO of
Krage Speditionsgesellschaft
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Karl Nothegger, General Manager,
Nothegger Transport Logistik

the perk of decreased fuel consumption,

interest in green logistics, so it’s obvious that

Sievers is pleased that the level of quality re-

we’re going to drive vehicles with the highest

mained high. “The new buses are just as relia-

environmental standards and emissions lim-

ble as the Euro 5 vehicles.”

its.” Despite the fuel efficiency of MAN vehicles, they still leave nothing to be desired in

Rupert Melmer, owner of Silo Melmer

VAG nürnberg operates
two MAN Euro 6 buses.
Drivers and passengers alike
love them.

“Compared with
Euro 5 vehicles,
we save 1.5 litres
of fuel per
100 kilometres.”

The Euro 6 trucks come with another

terms of performance. “Whereas our drivers

benefit. “Consumption of AdBlue has also

might have gone up a mountain slope at 45

gone down,” says Wolfgang Eibl, owner of

kilometres per hour in the past, they now ac-

W. Eibl Transporte, based in Hallein, Austria.

celerate to more than 50 kilometres an hour,”

The aqueous urea solution is used for the ni-

says Rupert Melmer, CEO of the Silo Melmer

trogen oxide reduction process. “In fact, usage

transportation company. “As regards weight

has been cut in half,” says Eibl. This is accom-

and fuel consumption, these vehicles simply

plished by the onboard diagnostic system,

are the most efficient anywhere on the mar-

among other improvements: More than 20

ket.” Günther Reder, co-owner of the Reder-

sensors continually check the exhaust flow

Gruppe company, is impressed with the trans-

while the vehicle is in operation. If values are

mission: “Most of our vehicles are equipped

not optimal, the driver receives an error mes-

with MAN’s TipMatic automatic transmission.

sage, and the system is reset.

We’ve had very positive experiences with

Besides the decreased consumption of fuel

these gearboxes for many years now. In fact,

and AdBlue, the overall package plays a key

according to feedback from our drivers, trans-

role in making purchasing decisions. Trans-

mission synchronisation was enhanced even

port company Krage Spedition, for example,

further in the new Euro 6 vehicles.”

takes advantage of MAN services that contribute to making the Krage company fleet more

yet considering all that complex technol-

cost-effective and efficient. “We utilise addi-

ogy, should not maintenance expenditures rise

tional services such as MAN TeleMatics, MAN

automatically? According to freight forwarder

Finance and also MAN maintenance con-

Karl Nothegger, the contrary is true. “We have

tracts. And we receive excellent customer sup-

logged practically zero time in the workshop.”

port,” says CEO Mathias Krage. In addition,

In the event of anything happening, however,

Euro 6 trucks pay lower toll rates in some

MAN is well prepared. “If emergency assistance

countries. In Switzerland, Austria and France,

is ever needed, standby maintenance services

Euro 6-compliant vehicles are classified into a

are well-staffed, and support is provided im-

cheaper category. For Karl Nothegger, regula-

mediately,” says Rudolf Ebner of Quehenberger

tions passed by Tyrol’s state government re

Logistics. His positive experiences with MAN

inforced his decision to purchase MAN trucks.

service workshops over many years were also a

“Since 1 November 2013, we have a ban on

key factor in his decision to buy Euro 6 trucks

night-time driving for trucks on the Inn River

built by MAN. “If our cooperation continues to

Valley autobahn, and this ban exempts only

be this good, we will certainly order several

Euro 6 vehicles,” explains the freight forward-

hundred MAN trucks over the next few years.”

er. “As a Tyrolean company, we have a vested



> www.tg.mantruckandbus.com
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Urea
versus

nitrogen oxides

34

A

maximum of 0.01 grams of

engine department, at MAN Truck & Bus.

soot particles and 0.4 grams

Accordingly, the new Euro 6 engines are not

of nitrogen oxide per kilo-

only environmentally friendly, but cost-effec-

watt-hour of engine output:

tive, too. Benefitting from these technological

these required emission lim-

innovations are: the heavy-duty MAN D20

its for the newly registered

and D26 series; the TGX and TGS trucks; the

buses and trucks starting in January 2014 were

D08 lightweight TGL and TGM trucks; as well

a major technological challenge for vehicle

as coaches and city buses.

manufacturers. This is especially the case because combustion in engines depends on an

“For many years now, MAN has been im-

unalterable physical relationship. Specifically,

plementing the key technologies needed to

a decrease in nitrogen oxide emissions gener-

meet the strict Euro 6 requirements,” says

ally results in increased fuel consumption.

Weiskirch. The prerequisite to fulfil such rig-

Euro 6-compliant developments, thus, had to

id emission limits is based on Common Rail

simultaneously address improving fuel effi-

injection systems that MAN has utilised in

ciency. “In developing Euro 6-compliant en-

all engine series since 2004. For the Euro 5

gines, our focus was on continuing to keep our

standard, in effect since 2008, MAN had

customers’ operating costs as low as possible,

two different solutions that were incorporat-

while ensuring that our vehicles run with

ed in production vehicles: exhaust gas recir-

the utmost efficiency,” explains Christian

culation (EGR) as an in-engine measure, as

Weiskirch, head of heavy-duty production,

well as exhaust gas after-treatment with

Photo: Vuk Latinovic

Euro 6 standards render
emission limits for
trucks and buses
much more stringent.
MAN Truck & Bus
therefore implements
innovative technologies
in its latest engines to
reduce nitrogen oxides
and soot particles.

Christian Weiskirch (left) and his team
at the test bed in the MAN Engine
Competence Centre in Nuremberg
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selective catalytic reduction (SCR). “We used

fuel and AdBlue (also known as “diesel ex-

this knowledge and expertise in the design

haust fluid”, or DEF) is reduced. As a result,

of the new Euro 6 engines. We made a point

the regulated EGR enables an engine to emit

of tuning these processes to each other, and

less nitrogen oxide, and that means that less

then added an oxidising catalytic converter

AdBlue is needed to reduce nitrogen oxide in

and a particle filter,” explains Weiskirch. As

the SCR system. To lower fuel consumption,

the EGR and SCR systems carry out their

fuel injection in the combustion system was

complimentary roles, the consumption of

designed in such a manner that combustion

Euro 6 in buses
6b

7

Euro 6 in trucks

5
4
8

1

2
9
3
1

6a

10

11

2

3

7

9
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4
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Illustration: Horst Kolodziejczyk Hokolo 3D

8

The technical components in detail
1 Exhaust gas turbocharger: the two-stage
turbocharger increases the engine’s efficiency,
thereby ensuring lower fuel consumption and clean,
low-particulate combustion.

5 Particle filter: the particle filter captures up
to 99% of all soot particles from the exhaust gas flow.
A chemical process enables the filter to continually
reclean itself.

8 AdBlue mixer: in a hydrolysis section in the
AdBlue mixer, the injected urea solution turns into
ammonia, which is required for the reaction in the
subsequent SCR catalytic converter.

2 exhaust gas recirculation: decreases the
temperature at which fuel combusts in the cylinders,
resulting in lower nitrogen oxide emissions.
3 Exhaust manifold: exhaust gas from the engine
passes through the heat-insulated exhaust pipe into the
exhaust muffler for exhaust gas after-treatment.

6a AdBlue tank: the aqueous urea solution is
stored in the AdBlue tank and is used as a reduction
agent for the exhaust gas after-treatment in the SCR
catalytic converter.

9 SCR catalytic converter: by the principle of
selective catalytic reduction, the SCR catalytic
converter turns most of the nitrogen oxide into
harmless nitrogen and oxygen.

6b AdBlue line: the urea solution passes through a
heated line from the AdBlue tank to the AdBlue mixer.

4 Diesel oxidising catalytic converter: by
means of a platinum coating, the oxidising catalytic
converter transforms the polluting carbon monoxide
and hydrocarbons into nontoxic CO 2 and water.

7 AdBlue dosing module: the electronic dosing
module uses sensors to determine the quantity of
AdBlue required for nitrogen oxide reduction and
injects it into the AdBlue mixer.

10 Ammonia-blocking catalytic converter:
the blocking catalytic converter prevents excess
ammonia from being emitted.
11 Exhaust tailpipe (or outlet): the purified
exhaust is discharged from the tailpipe. Sensors
continuously monitor the nitrogen oxide values.
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Christian
WeiskirCh with a
Euro 6 motor engine
under testing

“these engines
really do run
super clean.”
Christian Weiskirch, Head of
heavy-duty production, engine department

0.01 g

soot PartiCles

nitrogen
oxides
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catalytic converter, enclosed particle filter,

and minimum particle emissions. “For our

oxidising catalytic converter and the associ-

Euro 6 engines, we were able to further in-

ated sensor of the SCRT system are compactly

crease the efficiency of the exhaust gas af-

designed and housed in the exhaust muffler.

ter-treatment by means of the SCR system,”
says Weiskirch. “The biggest challenge was

the most CritiCal sUCCess in regard to de-

getting the engine components and the ex-

veloping Euro 6-compliant engines was over-

haust gas after-treatment system to match

coming the inherent conflicting priorities be-

up,” he reports.

tween reducing nitrogen oxide emissions and

In addition, Euro 6 also requires an en-

improving fuel efficiency (thereby, decreasing

hanced onboard diagnostics system that con-

CO2 emissions). Over the years, MAN has been

tinually monitors the exhaust gas after-treat-

able to continuously improve the fuel efficien-

ment as well as the nitrogen oxide values. “To

cy of its engines while simultaneously

make that happen, we had to once again sub-

addressing more stringent nitrogen oxide re-

stantially expand our existing system,” ex-

quirements. The result is that the Euro 6

plains Weiskirch. The mass of particle emis-

trucks are just as fuel-efficient as the genera-

sions had to be decreased by 66% from the

tion of vehicles equipped with Euro 5 engines.

Euro 5 level, and for the first time, Euro 6 re-

“These engines really do run super-clean,”

quires compliance with a particle emissions

says Weiskirch proudly. “We are continually

limit. This specification is fulfilled by an

working on further increasing the fuel effi-

enclosed particle filter, which results in a

ciency of our engines with every generation of

particle mass reduction by more than 90%

new vehicles – and obviously that benefits our

compared with Euro 5 standards. The SCR

customers, too.”

Photo: Vuk Latinovic
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Combined forces
Mooring the ocean
behemoth requires
collaborative manpower.

Clean

Giants

Photo: dpa Picture Alliance

Although new Triple E class container ships are the
world’s largest vessels, they are more efficient and
environmentally friendly than many smaller freighters.
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resumed that this ship

supplied by MAN Diesel & Turbo SE, which

funnel further to the rear of the ship, while

dimensions succeed in complying with these

could actually stand on

develops two-stroke and four-stroke engines,

the deck structure – namely the bridge and

ever more stringent emission standards? In-

end, it would top the Eiffel

as well as turbo equipment for maritime and

the cabins – were positioned further to the

deed, it can. In spite of much increased capac-

Tower by 75 metres. With a

stationary applications.

front. Thus, containers can be stacked higher

ity when compared with other container

on the foreship without restricting the view

ships, the Triple E giants supposedly emit

length of nearly 400 metres and a carrying capaci-

The denotation “Triple E” hereby signi-

from the bridge. Every Triple E ship can carry

50% less carbon dioxide per carried container

ty of 18,000 TEU freight

fies three f undamental principles that

a load of 165,000 metric tons – roughly the

carried. According to the Maersk shipping

equivalent of 36,000 cars, 111 million pairs of

company, this renders any of them the most

gym shoes or 182 million iPads. As size and

energy-efficient vessel in their class. Yet how

capacity break all previous records, they also

is this possible?

containers, the Maersk

Maersk has realised in these ships, namely

Mc-Kinney Møller is the largest ship currently

“Economy of scale”, “Energy efficient” and

afloat on the world’s oceans. The flagship of

“Environmentally improved”. In comparison

the new Triple E class of the Danish shipping

with its predecessors, a ship of the Triple E

company Maersk set out on its maiden voy-

class can carry an additional 2,500 containers

age from Busan in South Korea to northern

– even though the new freighters are merely

Europe on 15 July 2013. Maersk has ordered a

a few metres longer and wider. This is due to

total of 20 ships of this class from the South

their special hull design: The U-shaped sub-

Korean company Daewoo Shipbuilding &

“This vessel is
optimised for
lower speeds.”

represent a challenge in terms of environmental sustainability. As recently as 1 Janu-

The key is found in the engine room.

ary 2013, the International Maritime Organi-

Maersk decided to opt for two diesel engines

zation (IMO) introduced its Energy Efficiency

serving the drive system, rather than the

Design Index, which defines permissible lev-

standard number of just one. Each of the two

structure offers vastly more storage capacity

els of CO2 emissions per metric ton of load

43,000 hp S80ME-C-MAN engines has a super-

Marine Engineering. Each powered by two

than the conventional V-shaped hull, which

and nautical mile travelled for newly con-

long stroke and drives a four-blade propeller.

43,000 hp engines, they are all destined for

was standard for the earlier class of vessel.

structed ships. The aim is to reduce CO2 emis-

The advantage of this? Two propellers improve

the world’s busiest container route, running

Additional space for containers could also be

sions in new ships by 20% to 30% over the

pressure distribution, which in turn enhances

between Asia and Europe. The engines were

created by locating the engine room and the

next 12 years. But can a ship of these record

performance. At 80 revolutions per minute,

Peter Dan Petersen, Head of Marketing
Low-Speed Division at MAN Diesel & Turbo

400
metres long

18,000
containers

Photos: Maersk pr, imagine china

Twin pack
Two engines are driving each
propeller – thus increasing
overall performance.
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Record dimensions
Triple E ships are nearly
400 metres long
and 59 metres wide.
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Turning a
logbook into a
savings book?
We are your MAN.

aT The porT of Busan in
South Korea, the first
Triple E class vessel sets
off on its maiden voyage.

less fuel

50 %
less Co2

E class operated by Maersk. The reduced envi-

gy-efficient than engines with a higher rotary

ronmental impact could set standards for the

speed. As a result of the shipping crisis that

future and become a benchmarking instru-

has persisted since 2008 and continuously ris-

ment in the shipping industry – definitely a

ing fuel prices, not only tankers, but also con-

step in the right direction for marine conser-

tainer ships are increasingly equipped with

vation. The Maersk Mc-Kinney Møller and its

S-type engines – including the Triple E class.

sister ships mark a new beginning. They will

“This ship has been designed and opti-

be introduced successively over the next two

mised for lower speeds,” explains Peter Dan

years on the trade route between Asia and

Petersen, Head of Marketing at MAN Diesel &

Europe, gradually replacing smaller and less

Turbo’s Low-Speed division. Contrary to its

efficient vessels.

type vessels was actually reduced, which cuts
down the amount of required energy. “Lowering the rotary speed, as in the case of the S-80
engine here, allows for the installation of a
larger propeller,” says Petersen. “This in turn
results in much improved water flow around
the propeller and thereby lower fuel consumption.” A ship of this class consumes
about 20% less fuel than the conventional
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> www.worldslargestship.com

predecessors, the maximum speed of Triple E-

“much improved
water flow results
in lower fuel
consumption.”
Peter Dan Petersen, Head of Marketing
Low-Speed division at MAN Diesel & Turbo

Photo: imagine china

20 %

the pair of two-stroke engines are more ener-

Diesel prices, tolls, competition – the
pressure of rising road costs is increasing
tremendously. Yet another reason for MAN
to focus consistently on efficiency, offering
a fleet that is unrivalled in terms of
cost-effectiveness and reliability. With its
economical engines, MAN’s new TG series
not only gets freight moving efficiently, but
is also easy on both your wallet and the
environment. Less fuel consumption also
means lower CO2 emissions. The TGX
EfficientLine even goes a step further,
having been selected as the champion
fuel-saver. And after integrating the statutory
Euro 6 standard into the new TG series,
our trucks create even less pollution. Which
is good news for the state, as well as Mother
Nature. And of course for your wallet.
Now a logbook can very quickly become
a savings book. Find out what else MAN
can do at www.man.eu.

Engineering the Future –
since 1758.

MAN Group
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Flying colours
Assistance systems, driver training and regularly
performed servicing render buses one of the safest
modes of transport overall.

B

uses are the safest mode of

facilitate the job of drivers. “Statistics indi-

transportation, a fact confirmed

cate that most bus accidents occur because

by international statistics and

the driver was distracted or overwhelmed,”

figures from the current issue of “Omnibus”, a

says Kiess. In case of bus transport, conse-

report published by Germany’s TÜV certifica-

quences are often more dire than for motor-

tion agency. Over the last two years, merely

cars, as bus drivers are also responsible for

0.1% of the vehicles needed to be pulled off the

their passengers. Thus, they not only require

road due to general inspections. This repre-

the support of assistance systems, but must

sents a much better result than in the case of

also learn how to use them properly. To this

transporters, for instance.

end, MAN ProfiDrive and the NEOPLAN

Also responsible for these findings is

MAN supports bus dealers in carrying out
regular vehicle inspections.

The international inspection
agency TÜV SÜD certifies the
highest levels of safety for buses.

safety training: “In order to learn about vehi-

on a passenger jet,” says Kiess. In addition,

cle behaviour, drivers should be exposed to

European manufacturers have pledged to in-

Academy offer periodic training classes com-

simulated borderline situations,” says Kiess.

stall smoke detectors in buses in future.

prising theoretical instruction and driver

The program is very popular, with classes al-

the foresight of manufacturers. “Many assis-

most always fully booked.

tance systems available on the market were

While training does reduce the number

operators is the regular inspection of their ve-

initially developed for buses,” explains Heinz

of accidents, they still do occur – which is

hicles in qualified service shops. For during the

Kiess, Product Manager at MAN Truck & Bus.

why MAN is one of few manufacturers to in-

next control appointment, only an optimally

And coach operators certainly don’t mind ben-

clude rescue guidelines on board the vehicle.

maintained bus will be issued an approved cer-

efitting from the technology with their vehicle

These include aids for drivers in case of a bus

tificate by TÜV experts once again. “We want

acquisitions, as passenger safety is a top prior-

evacuation, as well as on-board videos and

to support the bus dealerships in this process,”

ity for them. One example is the Emergency

safety brochures for passengers – “just like

says Kiess. To this end, MAN offers its bus cus-

Brake Assistant (EBA), a system designed to au-

tomers a maintenance package that includes

tomatically detect when a bus is approaching
an obstacle – such as the tail-end of a traffic
jam – at disproportionate speed and to then actuate automatic emergency braking. While the
2015, MAN will install it this year.
Other than the Emergency Brake Assistant, an array of other assistance systems will

Last check: During the
production process, the
safety features of buses
are thoroughly checked.

Photos: MAN

EBA will become mandatory in the EU as of
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the collective responsibilty of all bus

“Many assistance
systems were
initially developed
for buses.”

regular inspections at MAN branch locations.

Heinz Kiess, Product Manager at MAN Truck & Bus

mode of transport.

As these are distributed throughout Germany,
bus operators need not expend much effort.

0.1 %
error rate
Less than 1%
of all buses are taken off the road
due to TÜV inspections.

A total of 58 countries around the world have
decreed that by 2017, all vehicles must be
equipped with a new roll-over protection system – to ensure that buses remain the safest
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Andreas Witzgall is a test
engineer at MAN, specialising in
bodywork and air conditioning.

S

even o’clock in the morning,

the daily routines of our customers.” Every

and it’s bitterly cold. The mer-

year, MAN sends about 250 employees to the

cury has plummeted to -35°C

winter testing season, including a dozen bus

but the test crew is well

developers. Besides mainly testing in Arjeplog,

wrapped-up to withstand the

they also utilise the VW test centre in Slagnäs,

intense cold. However, the same

60 kilometres to the south. Jörg Junginger,

can’t be said for the control valves operating

Head of Bus Test Drives, explains the differ-

the coach door, which are frozen solid. Could

ence: “Functional developments are tested in

this endanger the stringent testing schedule?

Arjeplog, endurance runs are carried out in

Not at all. Untroubled, the MAN testing staff

Slagnäs.” Endurance means that for two

activates the emergency locking system and

months, the test bus will cover 500 kilometres

secures the door provisionally with straps.

per day. It also shuttles employees to and from

And off it goes! The man huddled over the

test sites – taking them to the airport, simulat-

steering wheel knows what to expect, and his

ing stops, braking, starting up, cold starts,

response is as dry as the cold. “Such problems

running the engine, opening and closing

are precisely the reason why we are here,” says

doors. “Especially stop-and-go operation in

31-year-old test engineer Sebastian Römer. Be-

extreme cold is an important indication of

tween January and March, he spends four to

how the bus will perform in urban traffic,”

six weeks living in a log cabin in the north of

says Junginger. Unscheduled stops also occur.

Sweden. Situated in the province of Norbot-

“On overland trips, we often find reindeer

ten, better known as Lappland, Arjeplog has

blocking the road,” reports Sebastian Römer.

around 3,000 residents. For four months every year, it is not just a refuge for fox and elk,

at -26°c, ice crystals sparkle in the sun

but also accommodates up to 2,500 truck, bus

and the mood is upbeat in Arjeplog. With

and car testers from all over the world. Römer

just four hours of daylight at most, every ray

is one of them and says: “In these extreme

of sun tends to light up people’s faces. Or

tests we find out how our buses will withstand

could the flawless execution of testing the

Playing
extreme conditions
are all in a day’s work
during winter
testing in Sweden.
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it cool

Snow, ice and temperatures as low as -35°C are ideal for test runs,
as MAN and NEOPLAN buses must function perfectly no matter
how extreme the conditions. A day on the test track.
49
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the test tracks are ideal
for testing equipment such as
assistance systems.
Fill it uP With Winter diesel,
and the bus is ready for the next trial run.

Efficient. Durable. Comfortable.
The New Goodyear Coach Line.

–35

degrees celsius
endurance test in snoW and ice
Double-figure minus temperatures offer
excellent conditions for winter testing.
Once the buses have completed their trials,
they are ready for the road.

emergency braking system – a mandatory re-

MAN chassis with an Irizar coach body. Each

quirement for new trucks as of 2015 – have

bus. Each bus is looked after by an engineer

something to do with it? Andreas Witzgall

and a mechanic, and vehicl testing already

watches intently, as a foam dummy the size of

begins with the 1,500-kilometre trip from the

a car tail is pulled straight across the frozen

ferry port in Göteborg to Arjeplog. As the list

lake at speeds ranging from 40 to 60 kilome-

of tests in the open air and in special refriger-

tres per hour. As the following bus is some 20

ated chambers is a long one, testing is con-

to 30 kilometres per hour faster, the Advanced

ducted in a multifunctional approach rather

Emergency Brake System (AEBS) will eventu-

than evaluating single components. “That

ally kick in, functioning as the electronic ver-

ranges from the radio to the doors and all

sion of full braking. Testing under extreme

the way to the engine or the rear lights,” says

conditions is designed to show where the

Witzgall. “Any errors are analysed and docu-

emergency brake system reaches its limits.

mented and our colleagues down at ‘ground

“We are running the same test programme as

control’ in Munich are notified immediately.

our truck colleagues and comparing results,”

All repairs are taken care of at once, even in

explains Witzgall, “because we are working on

the most frigid conditions. And on we go!”

total collision prevention.” The 36-year-old
Slagnäs

Arctic Circle

test engineer specialises in bodywork and air-

at the end of each winter test, the entire

conditioning systems, as well as the “long-

team excitedly look forward to the day they

distance low load”– which corresponds to the

have been working toward: Bernd Maierhofer,

demands of regular bus service – that is, slow

MAN’s Director of R&D, and his executive

speeds, limited loads and frequent stops.

management colleagues arrive to see for them-

Eight vehicles are subjected to winter tri-

selves that the vehicles are fit for the road. This

als, representing all variants of the MAN and

is the shared goal, says Rainer Miksch: “Trials

NEOPLAN bus fleets: regional buses, tour bus-

under extreme conditions are the vital real-life

es, hybrid and municipal buses, as well as an

tests for future customer satisfaction.”

The new Goodyear Marathon Coach and UltraGrip Coach
Photos: Frank van Groen, MAN

Arjeplog

Made to enhance your fleet efficiency*, Goodyear offers you coach tires featuring TravelMax Technology.
Asymmetric design, Silefex tread compound, waffle blades – it all stands for reduced rolling resistance,
improved fuel efficiency, longer lasting performance and low running noise for more comfort.
In addition, it offers you mobility in all weather conditions. Learn more at goodyear.eu/truck

*
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Performances compared to Goodyear’s previous recommended fitment for coaches (Marathon LHS II, UltraGrip WTD).

M A D E T O F E E L G O O D.

Economical Across
the Line.
The DIWA efficiency package for your citybuses: with the new DIWA.6 automatic transmission plus topography-dependent gear shifting program SensoTop you ensure lower
fuel consumption and higher driving comfort. In combination with the telemetric system
DIWA SmartNet you are in control of your maintenance costs and increase your availability. Get to your destination more economically and comfortably – with the DIWA efficiency
package.
Give us a call on +49 7321 37-8579
voith.com

